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Abstract

Large language models (LLMs) have exhibited remarkable performance across
various tasks in natural language processing. Nevertheless, challenges still arise
when these tasks demand domain-specific expertise and advanced analytical skills,
such as conducting research surveys on a designated topic. In this research, we
develop ResearchArena, a benchmark that measures LLM agents’ ability to conduct
academic surveys, an initial step of academic research process. Specifically, we
deconstructs the surveying process into three stages 1) information discovery:
locating relevant papers, 2) information selection: assessing papers’ importance
to the topic, and 3) information organization: organizing papers into meaningful
structures. In particular, we establish an offline environment comprising 12.0M
full-text academic papers and 7.9K survey papers, which evaluates agents’ ability
to locate supporting materials for composing the survey on a topic, rank the located
papers based on their impact, and organize these into a hierarchical knowledge
mind-map. With this benchmark, we conduct preliminary evaluations of existing
techniques and find that all LLM-based methods under-performing when compared
to basic keyword-based retrieval techniques, highlighting substantial opportunities
for future research.

1 Introduction

Large language models (LLMs) have demonstrated exceptional performance across tasks related to
natural language understanding, generation, and various other domains [1, 2, 3, 4]. The capabilities of
LLMs can be significantly augmented through integration with external tools such as code interpreters,
gaming simulators, and search engines. This integration facilitates the development of sophisticated
autonomous agents capable of receiving feedback and executing tasks in a manner akin to human
behavior [5, 6, 7, 8]. Nevertheless, there remains uncertainty regarding the extent to which LLMs can
perform tasks necessitating domain-specific expertise and advanced analytical skills, particularly in
the context of conducting research on designated topics.

The potential of LLMs to conduct research would be profoundly impactful, particularly in light of the
rapid development of numerous fields and the accompanying information explosion. In these contexts,
learning a topic and composing an academic survey report often necessitates several months of effort
by multiple researchers. On the LLM side, it is imperative to acquire the capability to conduct
independent research on topics not encompassed within their pre-training datasets. Possessing such
an ability would eliminate the necessity for continuous updates and re-training of the entire model,
thereby significantly enhancing its practical utility across diverse domains.

Previous research involving autonomous agents in tasks that are relatively straightforward and
executable by the general public, such as online shopping or playing card games, has demonstrated
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notable success, particularly when utilizing models like GPT-4 [6, 9]. However, more challenging
categories, such as research tasks that require domain-specific expertise, represent the next frontier
for potential advancements by LLM agents. Admittedly, there is a paucity of research in this area,
and one of the primary challenges is the absence of standardized benchmarks.

To advance the development of research agents capable of conducting comprehensive surveys, we
introduce the RESEARCHARENA benchmark, which is rooted in rigorous scholarly content. This
benchmark specifically leverages academic papers due to their depth of research, peer-reviewed
accuracy, and formal structure—attributes often lacking in other sources such as web pages. The
RESEARCHARENA provides an offline environment where autonomous agents can collect and
organize information to conduct research across various topics. It comprises three sub-tasks for
evaluation: Information Discovery, Information Selection, and Information Organization. These three
sub-tasks emulate the general methodology employed by human researchers during literature surveys,
which are discussed further below.

Researchers typically conduct literature surveys by defining the scope of their inquiry, developing a
search protocol, and iteratively reading and organizing papers into an evolving schema. This process
culminates in a synthesis of findings to draw conclusions and highlight future research directions [10].
Based on this methodology, our benchmark delineates the surveying process into three specific tasks:
Information Discovery, Information Selection, and Information Organization. Notably, we do not
include the generation of text as part of the evaluation. This exclusion stems from the premise that a
comprehensive understanding of the topic, established during the pre-writing stage through research,
should already provide a robust foundation for composing a full-length article [11]. Furthermore,
evaluating a complete article is inherently challenging due to variations in individual writing styles.
Consequently, we reserve such assessments for future investigations and potentially other benchmarks
targeting long-text natural language generation.

The Information Discovery task requires LLMs to identify and retrieve relevant academic papers that
are foundational to the survey topic, leveraging their ability to navigate and understand vast scholarly
corpus. The Information Selection task then challenges the LLMs to critically evaluate these papers
based on their scholarly impact and relevance, mimicking the peer review process to ensure only
the most significant studies are considered. Lastly, the Information Organization task assesses the
LLMs’ ability to synthesize the selected research into a coherent narrative, offering a structured and
insightful overview of the topic, through the use of knowledge mind-maps.

Our assessments indicate that LLMs frequently underperform when compared to simpler keyword-
based search methods, particularly in tasks requiring deep analytical skills. For example, traditional
techniques such as utilizing a survey title as a retrieval query consistently outperform LLMs in both
Information Discovery and Information Selection, as demonstrated by superior recall and precision
metrics. Furthermore, during the Information Organization phase, particularly in the absence of oracle
guidance1, LLMs encounter significant challenges in constructing coherent and accurate knowledge
structures. This underscores a critical need for enhancements in their ability to manage complex
organizational tasks independently.

The constructed environment includes 12.0M full-text academic papers and 7.9K survey papers,
meticulously curated from the Semantic Scholar Open Research Corpus (S2ORC) [12]. This rigorous
selection process ensures a high standard of reliability and scholarly relevance, rendering the dataset
ideal for evaluating LLMs designed to execute complex, domain-specific research. By focusing on
such a rich and diverse academic base, the dataset supports a robust analysis of LLM capabilities
across multiple scientific domains, providing a realistic and challenging environment for benchmark-
ing. Furthermore, the S2ORC is updated on a weekly basis, allowing for the inclusion and evaluation
of newer content that extends beyond the LLMs’ knowledge cutoff.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: After reviewing related work in Section 2,
Section 3 details our dataset collection process. Subsequently, Section 4 provides a thorough analysis
of the dataset composition and its various statistical properties. Each task within the benchmark,
along with their corresponding metrics, is introduced in Section 5. Finally, the evaluations across
various baselines are presented in Section 6.

1The term "oracle" refers to the distinction between intermediate and end-to-end versions in the task of
Information Organization, as discussed in Section 5.
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2 Related Work

Previous research has employed diverse methodologies to compile datasets featuring academic survey
papers. For instance, BIGSURVEY dataset [13] aggregates over 7K survey papers from arXiv and
includes approximately 434K eferences from Microsoft Academic Service and Semantic Scholar.
This dataset underwent rigorous preprocessing by removing duplicates, unprocessable files, and
normalizing text. On the other hand, SURFER100 dataset [14] includes 100 surveys emulating
Wikipedia page structures, compiled by eight annotators who summarized content from web pages.
Each survey contains predefined sections such as Introduction, History, Key Ideas, Variations, and
Applications, summarized concisely in 50 to 150 words.

BIGSURVEY dataset provides references in an abstract-only format, offering a concise overview of
documents. SURFER100 utilizes Google search results to compile references for each survey topic,
reflecting a broad spectrum of web-based information. In contrast, our dataset emphasizes full-text
academic papers for a deeper understanding and leverages bibliographic references from original
survey papers for enhanced authority and accuracy.

The most related LLM agents task in previous research focuses on generating Wikipedia articles.
Liu et al. proposed a method for generating English Wikipedia articles by framing the task as a
multi-document summarization challenge [15]. Their approach employs a combination of extractive
and abstractive summarization techniques. It involves identifying salient information using methods
such as TF-IDF and TextRank [16]. In another study, Shao et al. introduced the STORM system [17],
which addresses pre-writing challenges such as research and outline preparation. STORM enhances
the article generation process by simulating multi-perspective conversations, wherein an LLM poses
questions and aggregates responses from reliable sources to develop detailed outlines.

While Wikipedia is a valuable resource for obtaining an introductory understanding of a subject, it
is inherently limited by the user-authored nature of its content, which does not always guarantee
expert oversight. In contrast, rigorous academic research requires a more in-depth and systematic
investigation of a topic, often peer-reviewed by experts within the same domain.

3 Collection Methodology

This section delineates our methodology for assembling the dataset, which contains three primary
stages: survey selection, reference linking, and mind-map extraction. Each stage is indispensable
for ensuring the the relevance and accuracy of the dataset, thereby facilitating its application across
various benchmark tasks.

We begin with the survey selection stage, which concentrates on identifying relevant survey papers.
Following this, we proceed to the reference linking stage, where we incorporate bibliographic
references from each selected survey. Finally, we address the mind-map extraction stage, detailing
the criteria employed to identify knowledge mind-maps from the surveys. Each of these stages and
their respective methodologies are presented in the corresponding subsections. At the very end, we
provide a quick overview of the dataset.

3.1 Survey Selection

To evaluate the research capabilities on designated topics, it is essential first to identify these topics.
This was achieved by extracting every survey paper from the S2ORC dataset, based on a combination
of keyword-based filtration and rigorous textual analysis. In general, the titles of survey papers
encapsulate the topics discussed therein.

To compile all relevant survey topics, we first need to identify research surveys from the corpus. We
assume that titles of all the topic-specific survey papers contain the term “survey”, but not every paper
satisfying this criteria is an actual survey pertaining to our research theme. In particular, some papers,
despite incorporating the keyword, rely heavily on information outside the corpus. This includes
population-based survey questionnaires from Medical domains or Redshift surveys using telescope
observations in the field of Physics.

As a result, the identification was accomplished by a combination of keyword-based filtration and
rigorous textual analysis. We first excluded those papers whose titles did not contain “survey” as
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The point of a survey paper is to provide an organized view on the
current state of the field. If it relies heavily on external
information , such as the results of a population questionnaire , do not
include it. Using the above criteria , is the following article a

survey paper? Respond either "True" or "False".

Figure 1: Instruction with GPT-4 on survey selection.

a keyword. Afterwards, we instructed GPT-4 2 to discern the scope and content of each document
based on its title and abstract. We included only those papers that provide an organized view on the
current state of field concerning a specific topic. The exact wording of the prompts can be found in
Figure 1, where approximately 85% of the papers identified through the initial keyword search were
discarded.

As presented in Appendix B, a manual inspection of 25 samples from the final collection of survey
papers revealed that our selection method yielded a 92% accuracy rate. The selection process is
certainly not a perfect recall since survey papers may not explicitly include the term “survey” in
their title. However, we believe that the selected papers are sufficiently representative of the broader
distribution of survey literature in the field.

The corpus for conducting these research surveys is limited to papers with full-text access in S2ORC.
Unlike previous works, we believe relying solely on abstract might omit crucial details present in the
full text which could contribute to a deeper understanding of the topic. Enforcing this accessibility
constraint reduced the number of papers in S2ORC to 12.0 million.

3.2 Reference Linking

To evaluate performance in Information Discovery, it is essential to identify the fundamental sources
for these surveys. These sources are derived from the bibliographic references cited within each survey
paper. We relied on S2ORC for the extracted bibliographies and enforced additional post-processing
to discard any papers unsuitable for evaluations.

Following the selection of relevant survey papers, we proceeded to compile their bibliographic refer-
ences. Despite the general reliability of the S2ORC bibliographic resolution system, we encountered
discrepancies, such as missing references. These issues were particularly prevalent in documents
where the reference header was indistinguishable from the main body text. To address these problems,
we excluded any survey papers without references, totaling 406, deeming them unsuitable due to
the failure of bibliography extraction. Furthermore, survey papers with no accessible citations were
filtered out, amounting to 1,635, as such papers offer no evaluative utility.

For references that were successfully extracted, we documented the publication dates for each one. In
cases where a reference listed only the year, we assigned the last day of that year as its date to mitigate
the risk of information leakage, as discussed in Section 5. Furthermore, citations from S2ORC were
categorized based on their contribution to the topic, as outlined by Valenzuela et al. [18] with a
supervised classification approach. This categorization involved distinguishing between influential
and non-influential references, which is a prerequisite for evaluating the task of Information Selection.

3.3 Mind-Map Extraction

A common method for organizing information in academic surveys is the utilization of mind-map
style typologies, which promote a systematic understanding of the subject under review. Due to the
exclusive text-based nature of the S2ORC corpus, we employed an approach to extract such typologies
by collecting every figure-caption pair directly from the Semantic Scholar website. Through the
analysis of these captions using GPT-4, we identified relevant mind-map figures and transformed the
graphical representations into JSON-encoded trees that preserve their hierarchical structure.

This process is illustrated in Figure 2, with the prompt provided in Figure 3. The extraction performed
by GPT-4 is deemed accurate if the hierarchical structure of the figure is adequately represented by
the JSON-encoded tree. Furthermore, relevance is determined if the figure authentically represents a

2GPT-4 refers to gpt-4-0613 as documented in https://platform.openai.com/docs/models.
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{
"Pre-trained Models": {

"Left-to-Right LM": ["GPT", "GPT-2", "GPT-3"],
"Masked LM": ["BERT", "RoBERTa"],
"Prefix LM": ["UniLM1", "UniLM2"],
"Encoder-Decoder": ["T5", "MASS", "BART"],

}
}

Figure 2: Mind-map extraction from a figure [19] to its JSON representation.

Identify the figure that most likely illustrates a taxonomy or
overview. Your response should be limited to the filename , or NULL if
not found. The provided figure presents a hierarchy. Extract as JSON -
encoded tree whose children are NULL -terminated.

Figure 3: Instruction with GPT-4 on mind-map extraction.

knowledge mind-map pertinent to the survey topic. As detailed in Appendix B, a manual inspection
of 25 samples from the final collection of mind-maps revealed that our extraction method achieved
an accuracy score of 80% and a relevance score of 60%.

3.4 RESEARCHARENA Dataset

To ensure the reproducibility of our work and compliance with copyright standards, we developed the
dataset from S2ORC, which provides access to 81.1 million academic papers in English from various
disciplines. These documents are meticulously structured in a machine-readable format with resolved
bibliographic references and annotated inline citations. We used the February 06, 2024 release of
S2ORC, which was the most recent version at the start of our project.

For a concise summary of our dataset, it consists of approximately 12 million academic papers, each
with full-text access, sourced from the Semantic Scholar Open Research Corpus. From this vast
repository, we have successfully identified 7,952 survey papers. These surveys have been meticulously
analyzed to derive 1,884 mind-maps, which provide structured summaries of the topics covered.

4 Dataset Composition

Understanding the composition of our dataset is essential for ensuring the reliability and compre-
hensiveness of the benchmark used to evaluate LLMs in academic survey tasks. This section details
the makeup of our dataset in terms of disciplinary diversity, reference coverage, and the structural
complexity of derived typologies, reflecting on how these factors contribute to the robustness and
applicability across various domains.

Disciplinary Distribution. We classified each of the 12.0M papers in our public corpus and 7.9K
survey papers by the top-5 most popular academic disciplines. This classification was based on the
indexing information provided by S2ORC. Frequencies of papers per discipline were then aggregated
and visualized to identify trends and imbalances. Figure 4a and 4b revealed significant disparities in
the frequency of disciplines between the public corpus and the survey subset. Notably, Computer
Science is the most prevalent discipline within surveys but less common in the broader corpus. This
could reflect the dynamic nature of the CS field, which often necessitates comprehensive reviews to
synthesize rapid advancements and emerging trends.

Reference Coverage. For each survey paper, we calculated the coverage ratio as the proportion of
its references that were also available within our full-text corpus. We plotted cumulative density
functions for each discipline to analyze how extensively the surveys’ references are represented in the
broader corpus. As illustrated with Figure 4c, similar patterns were observed across all disciplines,
where the density experienced exponential decay as the coverage increases. Approximately 17.18%
of the survey subset (i.e., 1.3K survey papers) have at least 50% of their references available. This
limitation is mainly attributed to copyright restrictions, where full-text is not permitted by the
publisher.
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Figure 4: Dataset composition analysis with disciplinary distribution, reference coverage, and mind-
map complexity. Each of these aspects is critical for benchmark evaluation. Fields of studies like
Medicine (Med), Biology (Bio), Physics (Phy), Environmental Science (ES), Computer Science (CS),
Engineering (Eng), and Mathematics (Math) are denoted with their abbreviations in the figures.

Mind-Map Complexity. We analyzed the structural complexity of the mind-maps extracted from
survey papers by counting the number of nodes and measuring the maximal depth. These measures
provide insights into the conceptual breadth and hierarchical depth of the topics covered. The scatter
plot from Figure 4d showed that typologies in general have shallow depths but a broad range of
nodes, suggesting that while survey topics are extensively branched, they do not delve deeply into
sub-topics. In particular, most typologies have a maximum depth ranging from 3 to 7 levels, where
the coefficient of the regression line in the scatter plot is approximately 2.04.

5 Benchmark Tasks

This section presents a comprehensive overview of the benchmark tasks designed to evaluate the
capabilities of research agents in discovering, selecting, and organizing information. Each task targets
a specific aspect of research proficiency, with rigorous constraints and evaluation metrics to ensure
thorough and unbiased assessment.

Information Discovery. Provided a topic extracted from survey title, the task of information discovery
requires research agents to identify a subset of documents R from a broader collection D. These
documents in R should serve as supporting materials for the topic. Ideally, R should encompass all
references cited in the original survey S.

However, within the collection D, there may exist another survey S′ that delves into the same topic.
If research agents were to use the references from S′ directly, it would circumvent the need for a
thorough discovery, defeating the purpose of this task. To prevent information leakage, we impose
the additional constraint such that documents in D must be non-survey and published before S.

To evaluate performance, we employ standard information retrieval metrics, Recall and Precision, to
measure the proportion of relevant documents successfully retrieved and the proportion of retrieved
documents that are relevant. Together, these metrics determine the effectiveness and accuracy of the
discovery process. For this task, the cutoff parameter K is set at 10 and 100.

Information Selection. The task of information selection requires research agents to rank the discov-
ered documents based on their importance to the topic. The labels are distinctions between influential
and non-influential citations, as elaborated in Section 3. Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain
(nDCG) [20] and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) [21] are used for evaluation.

These measures are crucial because conducting research involves more than merely summarizing
retrieved documents; it requires the presentation of key insights from the most significant sources. Fur-
thermore, both human researchers and autonomous agents are limited by their processing capacities.
Therefore, it is essential to prioritize and focus on the most critical information first.

Information Organization. For information organization, research agents are required to construct
a hierarchical knowledge mind-map M based on R. This mind-map should provide a systematic
overview of research work developed on topic T . As an intermediate step, references R from
the original survey paper could be provided to the agents, who would then focus exclusively on
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constructing M . In contrast, for an end-to-end version, R is the set of discovered documents from
the previous task.

For evaluation, two primary metrics are employed: Heading Soft Recall [22] and Heading Entity
Recall [17]. These metrics compare the set of node labels from the original and the constructed
knowledge mind-maps, referred to as A and B, respectively. To measure similarity of these labels,
Heading Soft Recall leverages SENTENCE-BERT [23] embedding, while Heading Entity Recall
employs Named Entity Recognition from FLAIR [24] for extraction. The formal definitions for each
metric are as follows, where S is the set of labels extracted from the mind-maps.

Cardinality(S) =
|S|∑
i=1

1∑|S|
j=1 Similarity(Si, Sj)

Heading Soft Recall(A,B) =
Cardinality(A) + Cardinality(B)− Cardinality(A ∪B)

Cardinality(B)

Heading Entity Recall(A,B) =
|EntitiesFrom(A) ∩ EntitiesFrom(B)|

|EntitiesFrom(A)|

While these metrics provide a measure of content similarity, they do not account for structural
alignment. Tree Editing Distance [25] solves this concern by calculating the minimal number of
operations (i.e., relabeling, deleting, and inserting nodes) required to transform one tree into another.
Nonetheless, relying on Tree Editing Distance alone might overlook the potential for non-exact label
matches. To address this, we propose Tree Semantic Distance, which assigns no cost to editing
operations involving nodes whose cosine similarity exceeds 0.8.

6 Experiments

In this section, we present preliminary evaluations of existing techniques, describing their configura-
tions and performance metrics. These techniques encompass both naive keyword-based methods,
such as TITLE, and advanced LLM-based methods, including STORM. The exact wording of the
prompts used in each baseline can be found in Appendix C.

6.1 Baselines

Information Discovery. For information discovery, research agents are equipped with retrieval tools
that enable interaction with the public corpus by submitting queries to retrievers such as BM25 and
BGE [26]. These agents are evaluated based on their ability to effectively leverage these tools by
generating relevant queries. Since exploration is limited to previously published non-survey literature,
retrievers retry with exponential back-off until the cutoff parameter K is satisfied.

• TITLE: Assuming that research topics are encapsulated within survey titles, this method
directly employs the title from each survey paper as a query to retrieve relevant materials
that support research on the topic. It is important to note that title extraction using S2ORC
exhibits variable capitalization across different documents. As a result, we normalize by
converting titles to lowercase.

• ZERO-SHOT: Assuming that existing LLMs possess prior knowledge relevant to a survey
topic, this method extends the TITLE method by instructing GPT-4 to derive a query from
the survey title. This approach leverages the inherent capabilities of LLMs to generate more
sophisticated and contextually appropriate queries.

• DECOMPOSER: As discovered by Tushar et al. [27], decomposed prompting is more ef-
fective when individual reasoning steps of a task are difficult to learn. This principle is
applicable to our case, as a survey topic may consist of multiple sub-topics, making it chal-
lenging to directly generate a single query that retrieves all relevant papers. Consequently,
we instruct GPT-4 to first deconstruct the research topic into several sub-questions. Each
sub-question then generates a corresponding sub-query. These sub-queries are retrieved in
batches, and the results are amalgamated using reciprocal rank fusion [28].

• SELF-RAG: As proposed by Asai et al. [29], SELF-RAG adaptively retrieves passages on
demand and utilizes reflection tokens to determine which retrieved documents are relevant to
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Table 1: Baseline performance on discovery task, evaluated with Recall@10, Recall@100, Preci-
sion@10, and Precision@100, where the retrievers include BM25 and BGE.

Recall@10 Recall@100 Precision@10 Precision@100

Baseline BM25 BGE BM25 BGE BM25 BGE BM25 BGE

TITLE 0.0424 0.1012 0.1338 0.2697 0.0669 0.1541 0.0286 0.0586
ZERO-SHOT 0.0382 0.0832 0.1253 0.2287 0.0602 0.1232 0.0256 0.0464

DECOMPOSER 0.0434 0.0879 0.1431 0.2554 0.0717 0.1304 0.0312 0.0536
SELF-RAG 0.0380 0.0815 0.1210 0.2260 0.0595 0.1215 0.0256 0.0461

STORM 0.0281 0.0979 0.0693 0.1441 0.0446 0.1041 0.0130 0.0208

the instruction, thus continuing the generation based on the pertinent information. It serves
as an enhanced version of ZERO-SHOT, where the model is instructed to generate a query
from the topic. Because the model refines its final query generation based on the discovered
information from intermediate retrievals, it operates as a research agent.

• STORM: As presented in Section 2, STORM conducts research through multi-perspective
conversations to compose Wikipedia articles on particular topics from scratch. It closely
resembles our scenario, except that the environment involves more rigorous academic papers.
We record the retrieval history as STORM continues to probe for additional papers. Upon
concluding the final round of conversations, every article within the retrieval history is
considered part of the discovered information.

Information Selection. For information selection, documents are ranked based on the similarity
scores obtained during the discovery phase. For BGE retriever, we rely on FAISS [30] to retrieve
based on L2 distance in the embedding space, which is negated to determine similarity. On the
other hand, STORM does not explicitly rank the retrieved documents. It is assumed that documents
discovered earlier in the conversations are of higher relevance.

Information Organization. For information organization, the CLUSTERING approach employs
Ward’s method for hierarchical clustering on the BGE embedding of every reference article, and the
final dendrogram is extracted as typology. The label in each node is computed as the most important
TF-IDF word, with ngrams ranging from 1 to 3. FEW-SHOT is achieved by providing a few random
examples of extracted typologies and instructing GPT-4 to generate another topic-oriented mind-map.
Lastly, the article outline generated by STORM is converted to typology, with headings and their
nested sub-headings representing the hierarchy.

6.2 Evaluation Results

The baseline experiments were conducted on a single machine equipped with 8 NVIDIA RTX A6000
GPUs, 96 CPU cores, and 128GB RAM. Discussion on the performance metrics is presented below.

Information Discovery. As demonstrated in Table 1, the task of information discovery remains
challenging for all baseline models. This is illustrated by the Recall@100 metric, which falls below
0.15 for BM25 and 0.27 for BGE. Moreover, agent baselines such as SELF-RAG and STORM
consistently achieve the lowest rankings, irrespective of the retrievers employed. This limitation
highlights the critical need for more advanced retrieval mechanisms to manage large volumes of
documents effectively during information discovery.

Information Selection. The performance with information selection is presented in Table 2. The
results indicate a consistent trend wherein agent baselines underperform compared to keyword-
based methods. The evaluation of nDCG at various levels of document retrieval, such as nDCG@10,
nDCG@30, and nDCG@100, provides a quantitative assessment of the ranking performance. Notably,
for the TITLE method using the BGE retriever, the nDCG@100 score is 0.2019, which significantly
surpasses the score of STORM, which stands at 0.1267. Improvements during the information
discovery phase have the potential to enhance overall performance in the selection phase, as evidenced
by DECOMPOSER, which ranks the second behind TITLE in discovery and selection tasks.

Information Organization. The evaluation on task of information organization under intermediate
(i.e., with oracle) and end-to-end (i.e., without oracle) conditions are documented in Table 3. Notably,
the metrics exhibit discrepancies across each other, which contrasts with the uniformity observed
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Table 2: Baseline performance on selection task, evaluated with nDCG@10, nDCG@30, nDCG@100,
and Precision@100, where the retrievers include BM25 and BGE.

nDCG@10 nDCG@30 nDCG@100 MRR

Baseline BM25 BGE BM25 BGE BM25 BGE BM25 BGE

TITLE 0.0711 0.1678 0.0775 0.1754 0.0941 0.2019 0.1903 0.3816
ZERO-SHOT 0.0634 0.1346 0.0692 0.1417 0.0856 0.1657 0.1743 0.3246

DECOMPOSER 0.0735 0.1445 0.0803 0.1554 0.0986 0.1838 0.1959 0.3510
SELF-RAG 0.0627 0.1341 0.0679 0.1415 0.0837 0.1646 0.1705 0.3233

STORM 0.0445 0.1275 0.0507 0.1322 0.0524 0.1267 0.1271 0.3206

Table 3: Baseline performance on organization task, evaluated with Heading Soft Recall, Heading
Entity Recall, and Tree Semantic Distance, across intermediate and end-to-end conditions.

Oracle Baseline Heading Soft
Recall (↑)

Heading Entity
Recall (↑)

Tree Semantic
Distance (↓)

Yes CLUSTERING 0.6074 0.2104 45.69
STORM 0.7325 0.3098 60.04

No
FEW-SHOT 0.8408 0.2446 49.83

STORM.BM25 0.7940 0.2938 66.65
STORM.BGE 0.7842 0.2693 65.93

in previous discovery and selection tasks. This divergence is expected due to the distinct nature of
the metrics: Heading Soft Recall and Heading Entity Recall assess content similarity, whereas Tree
Semantic Distance evaluates structural alignment.

In the intermediate version, where references are provided to LLMs, the proportion of correctly
included entities, as measured by Heading Entity Recall, is slightly higher. Specifically, STORM
achieved a recall rate of 0.3098, outperforming the end-to-end condition. Conversely, when it comes
to constructing the hierarchy, CLUSTERING outperforms advanced LLM-based agents, as evidenced
by its attainment of the lowest Tree Semantic Distance of 45.69 among all baseline methods.

7 Limitation

Despite the robust framework and extensive dataset provided by ResearchArena, this study has several
limitations. Firstly, the offline environment, though comprehensive, may not accurately represent
the dynamic and interconnected nature of live databases and the internet. This discrepancy could
potentially limit the applicability of the findings in real-world research settings. Additionally, due
to copyright constraints, not every full-text reference of the survey papers could be included. This
omission could affect the comprehensive understanding of the survey topics under investigation.
Finally, there is no evaluation on text generation but mostly the surveying process. However, even if
this is just the first step of conducting research, LLM agents have already shown deficiencies. Future
iterations of ResearchArena should address this issue, particularly as these agents improve.

8 Conclusion

In conclusion, ResearchArena introduces a rigorous benchmark designed to evaluate LLMs in
conducting research surveys on designated topics. By systematically decomposing the survey process
into distinct tasks like information discovery, selection, and organization, this benchmark provides a
detailed framework for evaluating autonomus research agents. Our findings underscore the potential of
LLMs to revolutionize academic research, provided that future advancements can bridge the existing
performance gaps. Grounded in Semantic Scholar Open Research Corpus, this work establishes a
robust foundation for the future, aiming to improve the ability of LLMs to autonomously conduct
expertise-level, domain-specific research.
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In order to ensure deterministic behavior during dataset construction, the temperature is set to 0,
and the seed is fixed at 42 when utilizing GPT-4 for chat completions. The choice of the number
42 is arbitrary; other numbers could be equally effective, provided that the seed remains constant
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Table 4: Evaluation on the quality of survey selection and mind-map extraction.

Corpus ID Accurate
Selection Corpus ID Object ID Accurate

Extraction
Relevant

Extraction

1359411 Yes 3373610 2-Figure1-1.png Yes Yes
2197301 No 10837932 6-TableII-1.png Yes Yes
3638888 Yes 20774863 2-Figure1-1.png Yes No
3799929 Yes 21265344 4-Figure3-1.png No No
4470807 Yes 52986472 4-Figure1-1.png Yes Yes
7972041 Yes 54437297 6-Figure1-1.png No Yes

44951320 Yes 59407515 4-Figure1-1.png Yes No
56895486 Yes 67855323 3-Figure1-1.png Yes No

115156611 Yes 201532876 6-Figure1-1.png Yes No
126187216 Yes 204080064 5-Figure1-1.png No No
134642625 Yes 218487045 7-Figure4-1.png Yes Yes
209386804 Yes 221938634 6-Figure1-1.png Yes Yes
214566304 Yes 226300094 2-Figure2-1.png Yes Yes
229474407 Yes 227259882 6-Figure2-1.png No Yes
233241600 No 232126642 3-Figure1-1.png Yes No
234790465 Yes 233677020 6-Figure2-1.png No No
235794880 Yes 237291802 2-Figure1-1.png Yes Yes
245433612 Yes 237327839 6-Figure1-1.png Yes No
253735066 Yes 240011970 5-Figure4-1.png Yes Yes
254563889 Yes 246599122 2-Figure1-1.png Yes No
258060212 Yes 248227736 2-Figure1-1.png Yes Yes
258541526 Yes 248717714 4-Figure2-1.png Yes Yes
258841314 Yes 252089272 4-Figure1-1.png Yes Yes
259855591 Yes 258212628 6-Figure1-1.png Yes Yes
262464721 Yes 260887757 4-Figure2-1.png Yes Yes

B Quality of Collection Methodology

Records of manual inspection over 25 samples from surveys and typologies are presented in Table 4.

C Prompts with Experiments

C.1 Prompt to DECOMPOSER for Information Discovery

Adopted from the Researchy Questions by Rosset et al. [31].

"""
### Below is an example on how to decompose a complex question into
sub -questions and search queries.

Question: should the death penalty be legalized?

<Decomposition >
- What are the arguments in favor of the death penalty?

- Does the death penalty serve as a deterrent to crime?
- Is the death penalty a just punishment for certain crimes?
- How does the death penalty compare to other forms of
punishment in terms of cost and effectiveness?

- What are the arguments against the death penalty?
- What is the risk of executing innocent people with a death
penalty?
- Are there any ethical concerns surrounding the death penalty
?
- To what extent is the death penalty applied fairly and
without bias?
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- In practice , how expensive is the death penalty?
- What is the current legal status of the death penalty in various
jurisdictions?

- In which countries or states is the death penalty currently
legal?
- What are the trends in death penalty legislation and public
opinion?

- What are the alternatives to the death penalty?
- How effective are alternative punishments to the death
penalty , e.g. life imprisonment?
- What are the costs and benefits of alternatives to the death
penalty?

- How do the pros and cons of the death penalty compare to its
alternatives?

</Decomposition >

<Queries >
- arguments in favor of the death penalty
- death penalty as a deterrent to crime
- death penalty as a just punishment
- death penalty cost and effectiveness comparison
- arguments against the death penalty
- risk of executing innocent people with death penalty
- ethical concerns surrounding the death penalty
- fairness and bias in death penalty application
- current legal status of the death penalty worldwide
- trends in death penalty legislation and public opinion
- alternatives to the death penalty
- effectiveness of life imprisonment without parole
- costs and benefits of death penalty alternatives

</Queries >

Question: {x}

### Instructions:

1. What sub -questions do I need to know in order to fully understand
and answer the above Question.

- Format your response as a bullet -point style outline of
questions and sub -questions in the <Decomposition > tag.
- Order your sub -questions such that one question comes after
another if it needs to use the answer to the previous one.
- Do not ask unnecessary or tangential sub -questions , only those
that are critical to finding important information.

2) Next , write a list of search queries that would likely lead to
results addressing all the sub -questions.

- Enumerate your queries in a bullet -point style list inside the <
Queries > tag.

You may refer to the example above for guidance.
"""

C.2 Prompt to ZERO-SHOT / SELF-RAG for Information Discovery

Create a search query that gathers supporting materials for writing a
survey paper on the following topic: {x}.

C.3 Prompt to FEW-SHOT for Information Organization

"""
### Examples
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<topic >
A Survey on LiDAR Scanning Mechanisms
</topic >

<typology >
{"Opto -Mechanical Beam Deflection Mechanisms ": {"Line Scanner ": {"
Slanted Plain Mirror ": null , "Off -axis Parabolic Mirror ": null , "
Polygon Mirror ": null}, "Area Scanner ": {" Single Galvanometer Scanning
Mirror ": null , "Double Galvanometer Scanning Mirror ": null , "

Gyroscopic Mirror ": null , "Risley Scanner ": null }}}
</typology >

<topic >
A Survey on Large Language Models for Recommendation
</topic >

<typology >
{" LLM4Rec ": {" Discriminative LLM4Rec ": {"Fine -tuning ": {" Prompt Tuning
": null}}, "Generative LLM4Rec ": {"Non -tuning ": {" Prompting ": null , "
In -context Learning ": null}, "Tuning ": {"Fine -tuning ": null , "Prompt
Tuning ": null , "Instruction Tuning ": null }}}}
</typology >

### Instructions

- Provided a topic , your task is to construct a mind -map style
typology that presents a systematic understanding of the topic.
- Put your JSON -encoded response in the tag ‘<typology >... </ typology
>‘. You may refer to the examples above for guidance.

<topic >
{x}
</topic >
"""
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